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April Whitney was staring at a future of pharmaceutical copywriting, which has cubical 

farm written all over it, and wanted out. 

Today, April’s view is quite a bit different. She’s a personal trainer, she sells a fitness 

program online at smalletics.com, and more interestingly, she’s become the leading 

voice in the niche of petite fitness. 
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Where the story gets exciting, is that it’s a niche that for all intents and purposes, April 

invented. Nobody was searching for this stuff, but when women found her, something 

resonated. 

April has taken her business from zero to selling $1000 on autopilot every month in little 

more than a year. She’s also built a tribe of more than 10,000 followers and raised over 

$8k on Kickstarter to fund her first product. 

Where the Idea for Smalletics Came From 

After she realized she had stumbled on a fitness formula that was working for her, April 

knew it would work for other petite women.  

She started an Instagram profile and “Started talking about petite fitness, or short girl 

fitness.” 

How April Used Instagram Market Her Business 

April was new to Instagram, she said she wasn’t really sure what she was doing when 

she started out but knew that if she provided quality content that gave the user value, 

she would get noticed. 

She started out posting a lot of her own workouts in the form of informational and 

educational content, and started to see people saving, liking, and commenting on her 

videos. 

April said that Instagram’s algorithm is designed to show content to users they think it’s 

most relevant to. To leverage this, she started reaching out to other influencers in her 

niche, sending them DM’s, commenting on their content, and giving them the first week 

of her course for free as a lead magnet, all of which increased the visibility of her 

content. 

The key to this working so well, April said, is that she was genuine in her pursuit to help 

other petite women in need of a workout plan that works for them. She only reached out 

to other influencers after she had been following them for a while, frequently engaged 

with them and their followers in comments, and so on. 

A lot of work and digging around into people’s profiles and comments on their content 

looking for petite women talking about their height and pain points, but it paid off. 

She started getting messages from women interested to learn more, so she decided to 

ask 20 women if they would test her program for free, provide progress photos, report 

back on their results and give feedback, so she could see how well her program worked 

for other women. 

“It turned out to be outrageously successful,” April said. The women gained muscle, lost 

weight, toned up, and were very happy with the results. This validated the idea for her 

Smalletics course. 

https://www.instagram.com/smalletics/


Using Educational Content on Instagram 

Anyone who is on Instagram will know that a lot of the fitness content is superficial, for 

lack of a better word. April wasn’t comfortable posting images of abs and that kind of 

content, and knew she needed to go deeper if she was going to reach her niche and 

help petite women really feel stronger and taller. 

She opted to post educational content. Mostly full workout videos with a breakdown of 

how many reps she was doing, why she was doing certain exercises, and talked about 

the science behind the petite metabolism in particular. 

“Being inspirational or aspirational is not going to convert people into customers, you 

need to establish yourself as an expert,” April said. When she started posting 

educational content, she didn’t have an idea where it was going to go, but it turned out 

to be a very effective strategy. 

Tools April Uses for Her Site and Sales Funnel 

April used SquareSpace to build her site and has set up a landing page to direct visitors 

to. When they hand over their email to get the first week of workout videos for free, they 

start receiving emails throughout the week as they are doing the program with the offer 

to purchase the rest of the program at the end of the week. April is using MailChimp to 

handle all of her email automation. 

Another cool tool April shared is called Linktree. Linktree allows you to send people to 

multiple locations once they click the link in your Instagram bio, giving you the 

opportunity to direct them to the most relevant landing page.  

How April Left Her Day Job, Launched Her Course, and Plans for the Future 

April left her day job as she was becoming a certified personal trainer. She bridged the 

gap by picking up freelance copywriting jobs on Upwork for a couple of months, before 

taking a 6-month personal trainer apprenticeship to learn more about working with 

clients. 

Six months after testing her program and receiving the positive feedback, April started a 

30-day Kickstarter with a goal of raising $7.5k so she could hire professionals to film 

high-quality content. She ended up raising $8k from 156 backers, primarily by promoting 

her Kickstarter in online communities and to her list of 250 addresses she’d built up 

promoting the idea. 

The best part is that her course is evergreen. It sells for $97 and sells around $1k a 

month on autopilot through the sales funnel explained above. 

Her course isn’t the only thing ringing the cash register for her. April also has some in-

person clients she trains, runs a group fitness class, and makes some money from 

affiliate sales recommending products she believes in. 
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Her goal for 2019 is to take all of her clients online. This will allow her to reach a wider 

client base, she can use recorded training modules instead of repeating herself with 

each client and scale up her business. 

 

April’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Take massive imperfect action.” 

More Info: 

• https://www.sidehustlenation.com/311 
• https://www.smalletics.com 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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